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Cultivation password "R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" 

Features 

RO-13EM Bei-Tou Energy Springhead System W / Pump 

Secret Body Code-Natural ‧ Vigor ‧ Health 

Have you spent a lot of money, but drank "a bad water belly"? "Stagnant"? "Acid"? 

Proportions of the human body accounted for 70% -80% of water, about 60 trillion 

cells of the body to constantly rely on water transport nutrients to sustain 

life, I believe no one will deny the importance of water on the human body, 

but we can not help but wonder how many people attach importance to our daily 

drinking water, how many people really understand what kind of water can bring 

us health, otherwise would not have so many three-high, five high ...... 

civilization diseases, printing so many brands of drinking fountains, What are 

your choices based on what? Do you really understand what is really good for 

the human body of water? Have you spent a lot of money, but drank "a bad water 

belly"? Or drink "backwater"? Or drink "acidic water"? 

  

Health on their own awakening, professional to "self-cultivation Password"! 

     "Cultivation Password" to analyze the survey results according to the WHO 

regions of the world longevity six good water conditions, industry-leading 



research and development "R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" of water prior to 

RO reverse osmosis process to remove the water way of harmful bacteria , 

impurities, heavy metals and other substances, and then to wave energy device 

is made of small molecules of water, and with Bei-Tou energy stone, quantum 

stone, stone with other energy Five ore, the negative potential generator, 

bamboo charcoal far infrared, providing oxygen-rich water , minerals, trace 

elements of negative hydrogen ion energy live alkaline water, is the most 

high-quality home drinking water. 

First remove the adverse human material, and then converted water, and add a 

variety of elements in the body of water is most needed, and this is our R & 

D team of water logic. 

"Bei-Tou energy alkaline water machine," the seven characteristics 

Ⅰ.               Negative hydrogen ions in water (Negative Hydrogen Ion) 

Hydrogen (H) is the smallest of all atoms in chemical substances, negative 

hydrogen ions (H -) is an electronic bring extra people need it as a conductive 

fluid quality, provide energy for all kinds of sports, fresh fruits and 

vegetables contain negative hydrogen ion, modern people do not consume enough 

fruits and vegetables because together under great pressure, so the negative 

hydrogen ions generally inadequate. Negative hydrogen ions have a strong 

antioxidant effect can enhance the body electrical conductivity, good message 

exchange between the cells, antioxidant, can remove most toxic intracellular 



reactive oxygen species and prevent degenerative diseases, slow the effects 

of aging. 

Cultivation password " R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" can produce negative 

hydrogen ions formed in the body so that the user of a particular biological 

environment full of negative hydrogen ions and harmful microorganisms such as 

yeast, bacteria, viruses, parasites can not survive, all chemical reaction 

steps are required in vivo hydrogen, enough hydrogen will increase metabolic 

activity, enhance the vitality of long-term consumption of great benefit to 

health. 

  

Ⅱ.               High dissolved oxygen in water 

Most people generally believe that "oxygen" or "breath" is a very natural thing, 

but did not alert due to environmental pollution, stress and tension of living, 

lack of exercise, are people in chronic hypoxia. If the long-term in a hypoxic 

state body, feeling bored easily determined, chest tightness, headache, 

difficulty concentrating, yawning, dozing, back pain, indigestion, insomnia, 

dry skin and other symptoms, chronic hypoxia is a chronic disease also formed 

One of the root causes, Yuga, aerobics and other sports is hoping to improve 

hypoxic state. 

Cultivation password " R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" capable of producing 

high-oxygen water, increase dissolved oxygen, to breathe outside the body in 



addition to the high dissolved oxygen directly into the drinking water, improve 

the human nine systems running smoothly, hypoxia directly improve the human 

condition, so Your energetic every day. 

  

Ⅲ.               Small molecules of water 

But in general the macromolecular structure of water molecules is referred to 

as a plurality of water clusters of water molecules, from our daily food intake 

of protein, carbohydrate, fat and other nutrients are macromolecular structure 

is formed only in the human body small biological molecules that can be absorbed 

by the body cells use, the water is so, the water is difficult to enter the 

structure of large molecules in human cells, only a small number of water 

molecules to have a certain structure into the cells involved in the metabolic 

activity of life. 

Cultivation password " R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" using patented 

multi-stage wave energy device, change the structure of water molecules become 

rich in small groups and individual water molecules ionized water, its 

penetration, increased solubility, improved after drinking protease, amylase 

various enzymes and enzyme activity, help dissolve food, digestion, [to protect 

the gastric mucosa, reducing the severity of gastric ulcer, after drinking 

reduces blood viscosity, improve micro-circulation and lower blood sugar and 



blood uric acid, gout better] so long Drinking helps to moisturize the skin 

radiant. 

 Ⅳ.               Energy fluctuations in water: 

"Cultivation Password" introduced Japan "artificial Bei-Tou energy" with far 

infrared "quantum Stone," "Five Line Stone", the energy conduction signal 

conversion, and through the role of water as a carrier, to create a wave energy 

of water, the use of energy to promote human metabolism, enhance 

immunity, ....... 4000 is the world's Bei-Tou variety of rare minerals in the 

only hot springs in Taiwan place names rare minerals, currently the world's 

only Taiwan Hot Spring, Japan Tamagawa Hot Springs, South America, Chile has 

three places this rare and minerals, but also because of radium containing 

traces of radiation fame (Radium) elements. Japan is regarded as constructive 

criticism, called "Radium Hot Springs", is said to have a significant 

recuperation, recuperation effect, by the world's favorite. In Taiwan, the 

government has long been listed as national gems strictly prohibited mining, 

the company introduced from Japan, with far-infrared quantum stone, with 

activation of cells, enhance blood circulation, improve the immune system and 

other functions. 

 

  

Ⅴ.               Alkaline water negative potential (ORP) 



Potential quality (ORP, unit mv) is a measure of the ability of an aqueous 

solution redox, Taiwan Water ORP values depending on the region of about +200mv 

to +400mv, the worse the negative potential water quality in general showed 

a higher value presented, showing potential value negative potential is 

beneficial to humans negative potential water, releasing one or more electronic 

material, when purified to remove negative potential for chloride, chromate, 

nitrite, clear the body of excess free radicals, has anti-disease prevention 

aging effect 

Negative potential health effects of water mechanism are the following: 

1. Negative potential water alkaline PH value, it is advantageous to balance 

the human body due to excessive exertion, blood lactate produced, people tired 

resume as soon as possible. 

2. Negative potential of the water of the magnesium ion, a high calcium content, 

which is a useful element to human health. 

3. High negative potential water solubility, strong penetration of grease 

emulsifying capacity and therefore have certain beneficial to ease the 

symptoms of high-protein, high-calorie diet-induced high cholesterol, and 

high cholesterol, high blood viscosity. 

4. Can balance peroxide radicals produced by the body during metabolism, enhance 

the vitality of SOD, the cells maintain vibrant health. 



5. Negative potential can eliminate the body acidic water, acid-base balance 

of the body mass, the body restored to a healthy state of negative alkaline. 

6. Tea with negative potential energy of water to remove the bitter, tannic 

acid neutralization, enzyme activation tea, especially cold tea, excellent 

flavor, so you need good water to drink tea. Negative potential energy of water 

for cooking food, because the water molecules are small, infiltration, high 

solubility, excellent thermal conductivity, can be quickly cooked food, save 

gas, electricity and working hours. 

Drinking water, alkaline about PH9 to PH10.5 negative potential alkaline 

water is excellent, with the health effects of drinking as long cultivation 

password " R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" with a negative potential (about 

-200mv to -500mv) use , would be more enhanced physiology, health and happiness 

follow you forever. 

  

Ⅵ.               Negative ion water 

Nature forest full of negative ions, have a key role in air quality, anion 

purification and sterilization have functions in the body, the body can 

neutralize harmful ions, can adjust the human nervous system, strengthening 

the cerebral cortex and brain activity, improve sleep quality and 

cardiovascular function. 



Cultivation password " R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" through 0000000, so 

that the water is full of negative ions directly absorbed by the body to promote 

physical and mental health referrer. 

  

Ⅶ.               Activation of magnetic mineral water 

Cultivation password " R.O Bei-Tou energy water machine" magnesium, potassium, 

calcium and other minerals and trace elements, Filter by energy released in 

the water, the water becomes activated magnetic mineral, supplement the body 

usually inadequate intake of minerals and trace elements , retard aging, 

allowing the body to keep the young top condition. 

Wish God bless you! 
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